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“ART AND HORSES THROUGH HISTORY”

Let’s know something about the art through history in Spain…

Prehistory
- From 10.000.000 years to 2.000 years
ago
- In the Iberian Peninsula the oldest
paintings are dated from the Paleolithic
period
Ancient age
- From 2000 years b.C to 476 a.C
- Horses show man as a hero
- The bronze was a valuable material to
represent horses.
Middle ages
- From 474 a.C to 1492 a.C
- Horses appear in scenes related to
war, religion, transport.
- The Caliphate of Córdoba gave
importance to horses as a powerful
animal
Modern age
- From 1492 to 1789
- Horses appear in art helping the
powerful image of political leaders
Contemporary age
- From 1789 to present time
- Many different kinds of art with horses
- Spanish Dressage becomes art during
the 20th century

Watch the video by catching the QR code
or visit: https://youtu.be/J9CN2EGT9nI

Do you want to learn more?
more?
What about the best cave paintings in Spain?
Spain?

A funeral stele is a carved
stone with the name of the
person who was buried there?

- Altamira caves in Cantabria
- Ekain Berri caves in Guipúzcoa
- Tito Bustillo caves in Asturias

One of the firsts manuscripts ?

Beato de Liebana was the monk who wrote
some of the finest codex of the Middle ages.
(S.X). He lived in Cantabria. Nord of Spain

Horses and politics on art?
art?

Guernica is the name of one of the most
famous paintings in the frame of the civil war
in Spain. Was painted by Pablo Picasso

Quiz section
(Check it with your classmate)

A: Which was one of the most valuable materials to create pieces of art during the ancient age?
B: Where can you visit Paleolithic paintings in Spain?
C: A funeral stele is made from……….

